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6 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

7 FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA

8 )

9 TERRENCE BRESSI, ) Case No. CIV 04-264 TUC-JMR
)

10 Plaintiff, )
)

11 vs. ) PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED RESPONSE TO
) MOTION FOR RECONSmERATION

12 MICHAEL FORD, ERIC O'DELL, AND )
GEORGE TRA VIOLIA, AND RICHARD )

13 SAUNDERS, ) Assigned to Honorable John M. Roll
)

14 Defendants. )
)

15.
16 Plaintiff Terrence Bressi ("Bressi"), by and through his attorney, responds to the Defendants'

17 motion for reconsideration and requests that this Court DENY the renewed motion to dismiss, on the

18 grounds that the Defendants were acting not only as officers of the Tohono O'odham Tribal Nation

19 but also as officers of the State of Arizona and/or of the United States of Am,erica at the time this

20 cause of action occurred. Attached to this memorandum are Plaintiff's Statement of Facts ("PSOF")

21 and Exhibits.

22

23 MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

24 Backe:round

25 During briefmg and oral argument, Plaintiff's counsel argued before the Court that the

26 Defendants, all police officers with the Tohono O'odham Police Department ("TOPD") who are AZ-
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1 POST certified, were acting under all of their jurisdictional authorities simultaneously. Plaintiff

2 argued successfully that even if the TOPD had authority to detain Bressi, they had no authority t~

3 charge him with violations of state law into state court except by that authority granted by the State of

4 Arizona. In denying the motion to dismiss on sovereign immunity grounds, the Court was persuaded

5 by Evans v. McKay, 869 F .2d 1341 (9th Cir. 1989), which neither party cited in briefing or argument.

6 Defendants filed a motion for reconsideration on the basis that: 1) EvanS was not as applicable

7 to the case at hand as Case v. Milewski, 327 F.3d 564 (7th Cir. 2003); 2) AZ-POST certification for

8 the Defendants was not substantially similar to the Evans officers' contract with the City of Browing;

9 3) the AZ-POST certification is not like a blanket that extiitguishes all claims of tribal sovereign
10 immunity; and 4) clarification was sought on the issue of qualified immunity; .,

11 The Court issued an order and opinion on January 31, 2005 granting reconsideration solely on

12 the issue of whether the entire roadblock was conducted under color of state law or rather was only

13 the arrest and citation of Bressi affected under color of state law while all other actions of Defendants

14 could have remained under color of tribal law. The Court granted the parties an opportunity to

15 conduct limited discovery on this issue and an evidentiary hearing was scheduled for April 25, 2005

16 to take further evidence on this question. Subsequently, the Court vacated the April 25 hearing and set

17 a new briefing schedule.

18

19 Discoverv Not Fullv Provided to Plaintiff

20 The parties originally stipulated to a schedule that included completion of production of

21 discovery by Marc~ 11,2005. When the Court vacated the evidentiary hearing, the parties agreed to

22 depose certain witnesses, and the parties also agreed to supplement discovery where appropriate.

23 Plaintiff's counsel is satisfied that Defendants' counsel has been completely' forthcoming and

24 has provided all discoverable infonnation in his possession. Nevertheless, Defendants have admitted

25 in their responses to discovery requests that they have destroyed evidence, "lost" evidence, or do not

26 have evidence which they should possess in the normal keeping of business records. PSOF '1. rne
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1 lack of complete discovery hinders 'Plaintiff's ability to present evidence supporting factual

2 allegations contained in this memorandum.

3 Plaintiffs basis for believing that discovery production by Defendants is incomplete is based

4 on the paucity of records related to the December 20, 2002 roadblock that were produced in response

5 to Plaintiff's Request for Production of Documents and Things. Lieutenant Michael Ford has given

6 infonnation that a report containing the statistics of the roadblock and summary of the day's activities

7 was generated and provided to the TOPD Chief of Police and the tribe's Attorney General's office,

8 but no report was given to Plaintiff through discovery. PSOF 'J2. Also, Plaintiff originally received

9 copies of five arrest reports related to the December 20, 2002 roadblock on SR-86, and have since

10 received a supplement of an additioIial five arrest reports. Apparently only ten arrests were reported

11 for the ~ntire day with only seven of those arrests including a narrative with officers' descriptions of

12 the offenses and the purpose of the roadblock. PSOF 'J3. One of those narratives was of Bressi's

13 arrest, and none of the other six involved any charges of driving under the influence of alcohol, which

14 is unusual given that this was a "sobriety checkpoint" where, by Defendants' own admission, no prior

15 notice was given by the TOPD and no opportunity was available for drivers to avoid the roadblock.

16 PSOF CJ3-4.

17 Beyond this, Defendants have produced not a single record that explains how agents of the

18 United States Border Patrol and United States Customs Service arrived at the scene of the roadblock;

19 instead, they respond to Plaintiff's Request for Production #2c by stating: "The other agencies may

20 have documents with regard to whatever they responded to that evening, but TOPD does not have

21 any." PSOF 'JS. This lack of records conflicts with the Defendants' claim in their Responses to

22 Requests for Admission that the federal agencies were contacted "If violations were discovered which

23 required other agencies to respond" PSOF 'J6. Lt. Ford and Detective George Traviolia also'state in

24 their responses to Plaintiff's Non-Unifonn Interrogatories that they would call Border Patrol and/or

25 Customs if they discovered illegal immigrants or narcotics in the course of operating the roadblock

26 PSOF CJ6. Yet, in the arrest narratives provided to Plaintiff through discovery, Border Patrol and
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1 Customs agents are already on the scene. When illegal immigrants were discovered, the arresting

2 officer Richard Henry # 1 09 "had the driver pull the vehicle to the south side of the roadway, where

3 our investigation could continue with Border Patrol." And when 175 pounds of marijuana were

4 discovered in the trunk of a car, Detective Nicholas Romero #106 says that "U.S. Customs was on

5 scene and was briefed of the incident." PSOF e;r7.

6 Also, Defendants have ackrtowledged that certain evidence is lost or destroyed. First, Lt. Ford

7 and TOPD Assistant Chief Joseph Delgado have both attested that the operational plan for the

8 December 20, 2002 roadblock on SR-86 has been lost or misplaced. PSOF CJ8. This same report was

9 sought by Bressi' s criminal defense attorney Marc Victor during the Justice Court proceedings, at

10 which time Tohono O;odham officials (including Lieutenant Ford) refuSed -to produce the documentS.

11 PSOF 'jIS.

12 Regarding Plaintiff's requests for recordings of calls between TOPD Dispatch and TOPD

13 officers operating the roadblock on December 20, 2002, DefendantS respond: "No recordings of such

14 calls have been retained. Defendants are advised that they were destroyed or taped over by TOPD as a

15 matter of course. Such tapes are normally not saved longer than 18 months to two years.': PSOF CJ9.

16 Considering that Bressi served the Defendants with notices of claim on or around June 16, 2003 (less

17 than six months after the incident), and that Bressi's criminal defense attorney was actively pursuing

18 all TOPD records related to this incident, it is fair to say that this case is not "normal" and that failure

19 to preserve evidence is the same as willful destruction of evidence.

20 ' Because Defendants have not provided full discovery, to which Plaintiff is entitled, Plaintiff

21 deserves the benefit of every favorable inference that can be drawn from the evidence that does exist.

22

23 Standard of Review

24 When resolving issues of subject matter jurisdiction, "the party asserting jurisdiction has the

25 burden of proving all jurisdictional facts." Indus. Tectonics, Inc. v. Aero Alloy, 912 F.2d 1090, 1092

26 (9th Cir. 1990) (citing McNutt v. General Motors Acceptance Corp., 298 U.S. 178, 189 (1936)). A
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1 Rule 12(b)(1) motion to dismiss "for lack of subject matter jurisdiction may either attack the

2 al1eg~tions of the complaint or may be made as a 'speaking motion' attacking the existence of subject
th .

3 matter jurisdiction in fact." Thornhill Publ'g Co. v. Gen. Tel. & Elecs., 594 F.2d 730, 733 (9 Clr.

4 1979); see Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial §9:78, at 9- 18. In resolving the former motion, a

5 "facial attack" under Rule 12(b)(1), the district court must accept the allegations of the complaint as

6 true. See Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial §9:84, at 9-20 (citing Valdez v. United States, 837 F.

7 Supp. 1065, 1067 (B.D.Cal. 1993), aff~ (9th Cir.1995). Unlike a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, however,

8 the court will not reasonably infer allegations sufficient to support federal subject matter jurisdiction

9 because a plaintiff must affirmatively allege such jurisdiction. Id § 9:84a, at 9-20.
,

10 In resolving a "speaking motion" or "factual attack" under Rule 12(b)(1), the court is not

11 limited to the allegations in the pleadings if the '1urisdictional issue is separable from the merits [of

12 the] case." Roberts v. Corrothers, 812 F.2d 1173, 1177 (9th Cir. 1987); see Greene v. United States,

13 207 F. Supp. 2d 1113, 1119 (B.D. Ca!. 2002) (citing Trentacosta v. Frontier Pac. Aircraft Indus., 813

,14 F.2d 1553, 1558 (9th Cir. 1987). Instead, "[t]he court may view evidence outside the record, and no

15 presumptive truthfulness is due to the complaint's allegations that bear on the subject matter

16 [jurisdiction] of the court." Greene, 207 F. Supp. 2d at 1119 (citing Augustine v. United States, 704

17 F.2d 1074,1077 (9th Cir. 1983)); see Roberts, 812 F.2d at 1177; Valdez, 837 F. Supp. At 1067; see

18 also Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial §9:86, at 9-21. Indeed, "the distiict court is[] 'free to hear

19 evidence regarding jurisdiction and to rule on that issue prior to trial, resolving ~actua1 disputes where

20 necessary.'" Id (quoting Augustine, 704 F.2d at 1077); see Federal Civil Procedure Before Trial

21 §9:85, at 9-20.

22 However, "when the jurisdictional issue and the substantive issues are so intermeshed that the

23 question of jurisdiction is dependent on decision of the merits," Metro Industries, Inc. v. Sammi

24 Corp., 82 F.3d 839, '846 (9th Cir. 1996), then the Court cannot resolve factual issues and instead must

25 treat the matter as with a Rule 56 motion for summary judgment. This is the case here, where the

26 issue of whether Defendants were acting under color of state law "provides the basis for both the
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1 subject matter jurisdiction of the federal court and the plaintiff's substantive claim for relief." Sun

2 Valley Gasoline, Inc. v. Ernst Enterprises, Inc., 711 F.2d 138,139-40 (9th Cir. 1983).

3
4 I. DEFENDANTS CO-MINGLE "AUTHORITY UNDER ST ATE LAW AND TRIBAL

5 LAW; TOPD HAS "SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP" WITH STATE

6 A. "Symbiotic Relationship" Test

7 Under Evans, the Court will find that there is state action by tribal police officers if they are

8 cloaked in multiple jurisdictions and do not clearly delineate their actions as purely tribal. "Given this

9 explicit allegation of official state authority, coupled with the 'peculiar' law enforcement situation as

10 it exists on the reservation, we conclude that the appellants have sufficiently pleaded action under

11 color of state law to withstand a Rule 12(b)( 6) motion." 869 F .2d at 1348.

12 In its opinion of January 31, 2005, the Court noted its analysis of this case is parallel to the

13 "joint action" and "symbiotic relationship" tests as enunciated in Brunette v. Humane Society of

14 Ventura Cty., 294 F.3d 1205 (9th Cir. 2002). Although the Brunette case involved allegations of

15 private actors working in concert with state actors, the parallel exists in that federal courts can

16 exercise jurisdiction over the subject matter only if there is a finding that the named Defendants were

17 working closely with the state or with state actors. The 'joint action" test requires evidence that the

18 Defendants are "willful participant[s] with the state or its agents in an activity which deprives others

19 of constitutional rights, and its particular actions must be inextricably intertwined with those of the

20 government." Brunette, 294 F.3d at 1211. The "symbiotic relationsWp" test asks "whether the

21 government has so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with a private entity that the

22 private entity must be recognized as a joint participant in the challenged activity." Id. at 1210.

.23 In addition to evidence of Defendants' actions at the roadblock on December 20, 2002, there

24 is evidence that the core operations of TOPD are inextricably intertwined with law enforcement

25 powers from the State of Arizona. For one, the TOPD has "Arizona Traffic Ticket and Complaint"

26 foffJ1S printed with "TOHONO O'ODHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT" as the issuing agency. This is
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1 the only fonn which the TOPD uses for traffic and misdemeanor citations, regardless of whether they

2 are citing a tribal member or non-tribal member. PSOFtjfl0. Also, all of the TOPD vehicles have

3 State of Arizona license plates, whereas all other federal vehicles have license plates issued by the

4 federal government; nothing in state law requires the tribe to use Arizona plates, though A.R.S. §28-

5 2511 allows the TOPD to register vehicles for no monetary cost. PSOF tjf11.

6 Bressi has pleaded in this case that the Defendants were wearing multiple jurisdictional hats

7 simultaneously, including acting under state law and under federal law. And given that the TOPD's

8 law enforcement situation is no less "peculiar" than that described in Evans, Plaintiff is able to meet

9 his burden of proving that the Defendants' conduct at the roadblock of December 20,2002 was under

10 color of state law. And e';'en if TOPD are government actors of the tribal nation, enough similarity

11 exists between TOPD's relationship with the State of Arizona (through the AZ-POST certifications

12 and the readiness of TOPD officers to enforce state law as they approach all citizens and suspects)

13 and what the Ninth Circuit requires in Brunette for a finding of state action that the TOPD has a

14 symbiotic relationship with the State of Arizona, or that joint action with Arizona exists.

15

16 B. TOPD Was Applying Tribal Law and State Law Simultaneously

17 Defendants provided to the Court and to opposing counsel a copy of the tribal court decision

18 in Tohono O'odham Nation v. Ahill (1989). Defendants have also attached various tribal laws as

19 exhibits to its motion for reconsideration; among those laws are tribal statutes prohibiting speeding

20 and driving under the influence of alcohol and other statutes requiring licensees to produce their

21 driver's licenses on demand. Though these statutes are relatively indistinguishable from their Arizona

22 counterparts in Title 28 of the Arizona Revised Statutes, the tribal statutes are eIiforceable by tribal

23 police outside of their AZ-POST authority, but only against tribal members.

24 What is clear from the Ahill decision, however, is that the tribal court's opinion is consistent

25 with the United States Supreme Court's decision in Michigan Dept. of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S.

26 444 (1990) in that the tribal court expects the Tohono O'odham Police Department to operate sobriety
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1 checkpoints solely for public safety purposes rather than general law enforcement purposes.

2 Moreover, the tribal court specifies that the TOPD is to publish guidelines for operating the

3 checkpoints so that tribal members can have notice as to what is proper procedure. While these

4 considerations are more applicable in a summary judgment analysis, they are also important for

5 detennining jurisdiction, because it is clear from the tribal authority cited by Defendants that the

6 tribal court does not want suspicionless checkpoints taking place within the boundaries of the Tohono

7 O'odhanl Nation unless such checkpoints follow the Sanle rules as the United States Supreme Court

8 laid out in Sitz and City of Indianapolis v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 32 (2000).

9 Joseph Patterson, a former officer with TOPD (pSOF 'ir12), testified under oath that the

10 official policies of the TOPD was to follow or ignore state law on the basis of whether the TOPD

11 found it convenient or a nuisance. For exanlple, the TOPD never published notices of roadblocks or

.12 otherwise complied with Supreme Court case law on the issue of roadblocks because the Nation does

13 not have to abide by state law. PSOF 'ir13. On the other hand, officers working the line at roadblocks

14 were fully cognizant of their state law enforcement authority and were constantly seeking

15 opportunities to employ that authority. PSOF t,f14. Also, officers working at roadblocks were never

16 shown a copy of the Ahill opinion or even a copy of the operational plan for the day; on the other

17 hand, the entire "briefing" consisted of the officer in charge telling each officer where to stand during

18 the roadblock. PSOF 'irIS. Because SR-86 is just as heavily traveled by non-tribal members as by

19 tribal members, it stands to reason that officers working the line at a roadblock on SR-86 are

20 maintaining an equal focus between enforcement of state law and tribal law.

21 In their motion for reconsideration, Defendants misconstrue Plaintiff s counsel's remarks at

22 oral argument to suggest that Plaintiff concedes that TOPD acts under tribal authority until the

23 moment a TOPD officer issues a citation on an Arizona Traffic Ticket and Complaint form. Plaintiff

24 has done nothing of the kind. Rather, Plaintiff's counsel entertained an hypothetical with the Court in

25 order to illustrate the point that the Defendants could not possibly be acting as tribal officers during

26 the entirety of their action, which is the argument that Defendants had put before the Court.

\
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1 While it is true that Plaintiff cannot stand on conclusory statements in asserting that the Court

2 has jurisdiction over the subject matter, the converse is also true, and Defendants cannot assert that

3 the Court lacks jurisdiction without an evidentiary basis for the claim. Hypothetical situations aside,

4 the Defendants must prove that the operation of the roadblock was done purely under tribal authority.

5 Otherwise, Evans applies and the Court has jurisdiction. And given that Defendants have admitted to

6 destruction of evidence, it is increasingly clear that Defendants are unable to rebut Plaintiff's claim

7 that the Defendants were cloaking themselves with the power of the State of Arizona throughout its

8 activities on December 20, 2002.

9

1() ll. DEFENDANTS ACTED UNDER COLOR OFST ATE LAW THROUGHOUT THEm

11 CONTACT WITH BRESSI AND NOT MERELY AT TIME OF BRESSI'.S ARREST

12 Attached are affidavits of two witnesses describing the roadblock on December 20, 2002,

13 those of Plaintiff Terrence Bressi and his co-worker Andrew Tubbiolo. Upon arriving at the

14 roadblock, Bressi called Tubbiolo from his cell phone so that there could be a witness to the

15 conversation. PSOF '16. After the arrest, Tubbiolo drove to the scene with a co-worker and

16 witnessed the roadblock fIrst-hand. PSOF '16.

17

18 A. TOPD checking driver's licenses and seatbelts

19 Lt. Ford was interviewed by attorney Marc Victor in preparation for the criminal trial in

20 Justice Court; an audio recording has already been provided to' the Court with prior pleadings and Mr.

21 Victor has certified that this is a true copy of the recording he made of the interview with Lt. Ford.

22 PSOF '17. Bressi has also prepared a transcript of the audio recordings. PSOF 'lf17. And Lt. Ford has

23 also provided answers to Plaintiff's Requests for Admission and Non-Unifonn Interrogatories PSOF

24 '17.

25 Lt. Ford was the officer who made the initial contact with Bressi, and as with all drivers, the

26 first thing he asked for was license, registtation and proof of insurance. PSOF '18. Ford also
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1 acknowledged in his interview that he knows tribal members on sight because "Um, we know

2 because we work in close proximity to most of the people who come in and we have contact with

3 them everyday." PSOF 1J1S. Ford stated that it was procedure to call in every driver's license to

4 dispatch to check for outstanding warrants. PSOF 1J1S.

5 When Lt. Ford asked Bressi for his license, Bressi responded that he had a right to privacy. Lt.

6 Ford's response was: "Mr. Bressi was told that the driver's license is not his own personal property. It

7 is the property of the state of Arizona and when I asked him to present it, he should present his

8 driver's license and identify himself. I also made note of the fact that he was driving in a state, um,

9 vehicle with government plates on it. A vehicle marked for official use only. We weren't sure either if

10 he was authorized operate of the vehicle." PSOF 1J19. Ford fails to mention that he did not know at

11 all that Bressi was not the authorized operator either.

12 Ford also noted that he immediately makes a "visual notation" of whether drivers are wearing

13 a seatbelt, because "It's all, required, Arizona state law for non-tribal members to wear seatbelts. It's

14 not required for tribal members." PSOF 1J20.

15 Based on Lt. Ford's own statements, he was acting under color of state law at the time he

16 began his contact with Bressi. Once Lt. Ford recognized that Bressi was not a tribal member, and he

17 checked for his se~tbelt to be fastened (something which is required only for non-tribal members), Lt.

18 Ford is seeking to apply the laws of the State of Arizona to non-tribal members. Furthennore, Lt.

19 Ford takes the "give unto Caesar that which is Caesar's" approach with regard to the Arizona driver's

20 license, which means that Lt. Ford is enforcing Arizona law when he asserts rights and privileges on

21 behalf of the State of Arizona.

22 TOPD Lieutenant Kevin Shonk created a memorandum on May 4, 2000 that was distributed

23 to all TOPD personnel assigned to a checkpoint on SR-86 as well ~ to then-Captain Richard

24 Saunders (now Chief Saunders) and Chief Lawrence Seligman. PSOF 1J21. In the third paragraph of

25 the memo, Lt. Shonk states that officers on-scene "will make contact with the Driver of the vehicle

26 and look for any obvious signs of any violation of Tribal, State or Federal laws." PSOF 1J21.
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1 Based on information in the Shonk memorandum and Patterson's deposition (pSOF tjftjfl3-

2 15), it is clear that Lt. Ford is not the 'only TOPD officer who is enforcing state law against non-tribal

3 members, but 'rather the policymakers expect their officers to enforce state and federal law

4 concurrently with tribal law while operating roadblocks.

5

6 B. Joint Task Force

7 Upon approaching the roadblock, Bressi became imme~iately sUspicious of its operation

8 because of the active participation on the line ofa U.s. Customs agent as well as the heavy presence

9 of U.S. Border Patrol vehicles. PSOF tjf22.

10 While Bressi was asking questions of Lt. Ford to determine the 'jurisdiction and the purpose

11 for the roadblock, U.S. Customs agent Bill Dreland approached and demanded that Bressi comply

12 with Lt. Ford's demands. PSOF tjf23. When Bressi informed Agent Dreland that he had no

13 jurisdiction over the subject matter, Lt. Ford said that it was a joint task force operation. PSOF tjf23.

14 Then, Bressi 9laims that Officer Eric O'Dell approached and used profanity toward Bressi, while

15 Tubbiolo clearly heard through the telephone someone say "Don't give me that 4th Amendment

16 crap!" PSOF tjf23.

17 Tubbiolo arrived with his and Bressi' s supervisor Marcus Perry at the scene of the roadblock

18 around 8:00 PM on December 20, 2002. PSOF ~24. While waiting for the opportunity to speak with

19 Bressi, Tubbiolo noticed that U.S. Border Patrol agents were actively working the line in addition to

20 the TOPD officers, and a German Shepherd dog was sniffing around all cars that stopped for the

21 roadblock but he could' not see identification of the enforcement agency that was using the dog in

22 such a manner. PSOF tjf24. The procedure that Tubbiolo witnessed involved the Border Patrol agents

23 looking into the rear windows of stopped vehicles with a flashlight, then saying something to the

24 TOPD officer who were communicating directly with 'the driver, and then the units -working

25 together -engaged in further enforcement action (such as opening all doors and the trunk of the

26
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1 vehicle, or pulling it to the side of the road in the "inlpound area") where more thorough searches

2 could be made. PSOF 'J24.
3 It is also interesting to see how six separate citing officers working at the road?lock on

4 December 20, 2002 describe the purpose of the roadblock in their respective arrest narratives. Officer

5 Henry and Det. Traviolia refer to it as a "Dill checkpoint", and Officer Manuel Rodriguez calls it a

6 "sobriety checkpoint". Detective Margarita Stoddard calls it a "road block", and Officer C. Warren

7 calls it a "Police Roadblock". But Det. Romero calls it "a checkpoint to locate intoxicated drivers,

8 stolen vehicles, undocumented alien smuggling and drug contraband." PSOF 'J25. Given that the

9 latter two are unequivocally the exclusive domain of the Border Patrol and Customs, respectively, this

1.0 lends more credence to the claim that the TOPD was, in fact, operating in conjunction with the

11 Border Patrol and Customs.

12 Furthermore, the TOPD Operations Plan for a roadblock at Fed Rt. 41 near SR-86, scheduled

13 for October 3-5,2003, has a section called "other agencies involved," and checked off as participating

14 in this roadblock are Department of Public Safety, Pinla County Sheriff's Office, and U.S. Border

15 Patrol. PSOF 'J26. This particular operational plan is the only one provided through discovery on a

16 form of this kind, and the operational plan for the December 20, 2002 roadblock was "lost", but it is

17 clear that multi-jurisdictional roadblocks are not unusual for the TOPD.

18 Lt. Ford denies in Requests for Admission ever saying that the roadblock was operated by a

19 "joint task force." PSOF '27. The Defendants also deny allowing Agent Dreland to approach Bressi.

20 PSOF ~27. Defendants further deny that that Customs and Border Patrol agents played an active role

21 on the line. PSOF '27. However, given that the Defendants have failed to produce such significant

22 amounts of information through discovery, much of which they admit is destroyed, Defendants are

23 hard pressed to prove their version of the events of December 20, 2002. And two witnesses both of, .

24 whom took copious notes of their observations at the time of the incident, testify to the contrary with

25 regard to this particular case. Under Evans, the TOPD officers working the road?lock cannot be

26 shielded by sovereign immunity.
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1

2 1lI. DEFENDANTS WERE ALSO ACTING UNDER COLOR OF FEDERAL LAW, AND

3 AS SUCH THE COURT HAS JURISDICTION UNDER BIVENS

4 In Plaintiff s Second Amended Complaint, Plaintiff also alleges that Defendants were acting

5 under color of federal law. Because discovery is incomplete, Plaintiff cannot produce much specific

6 evidence to support the claim that the Defendants were acting under color of federa11aw. However,

7 there is ample evidence that the roadblock in question was a joint task force operated in part by U.S.

8 Border Patrol and U.S. Customs, since those agencies were already on the scene even before

9 violations of federal law and their agents were actively working on the line with TOPD officers.

10 PSOF 8jf22-24. Also, Lt. Shonk's memorandum of May 4, 2000 explains that the TOPD officers at the

11 roadblock should be looking to enforce federal law as well as state law and tribal law. PSOF 'if21. In

12 addition, the operational plan for the October 3-5, 2003 roadblock states that both state and federal

13 agencies are working with the TOPD. PSOF fjf26. Coupled with evidence that the TOPD was

14 violating its own tribal law with regard to its method of conducting the roadblock, this suggests that it

15 is likely that the TOPD was in part relying on federal authority to conduct a suspicionless roadblock

16 for purposes of checking for illegal immigration and narcotics. Also, the l!nited States Attorney has

17 already certified to the Court that the TOPD has authority to act on behalf of the United States of

18 America to provide law enforcement services on tribal land. If the evidence demonstrates that TOPD

19 allowed itself to be commandeered for federal law enforcement purposes, then Plaintiff can state a

20 claim for relief against the Defendants in their capacity as officers of the United States of America

21 under Bivens v. Six Unknown FederalNarcoticsAgent~, 403 U.S. 388 (1971).

22

23 Conclusion--

24 For these reasons, Plaintiff asks this Court to fmd that the Defendants were acting under color

25 of state law and/or under color of federal law while they conducted roadblock operations on

26 December 20, 2002.
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2 Respectfully submitted this -6 day of May, 2005. ,?J

3 ...,~,/

BY: £-",--~
4 ! 5 David J. Euphner

Attorney for Plaintiff

6
Copy of the foregoing mailed

7 This Jz-- day of May, 2005, to:

8 Roger W. Frazier
9 Gust Rosenfeld, P .L;C.1 South Church Avenue Suite 1900 .

10 Tucson, Arizona 85701-1627
Attorney for Defendants
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